Operation instruction for Camera Tie

Preface
Thank you for using our product. This manual will guide you to use it and the application program correctly. Before using this product and its application program, please pay enough attention to the manual to ensure you can use this product correctly and easily.

Product Instruction
Built-in memory of the remote control stealth cameras can be used for digital audio video filming, the product is simple to operate; good hidden; can also get satisfactory results even when under indoor low light; better sound recording; can also be used directly as U disk, it is very convenient. Can be used in business, education, security, media, justice, tourism, health care, life and other areas essential utility.

Operation Guide
1. Power: After opening zip of tie, push the power switch to "ON". Enter the warm mode.
2. Video: Click the remote control, the light turn into blue, you can operate into normal video step. Press controller more than 2 seconds, you can save video file and turn off the product. Please do not turn off when you don't use the product.
3. Connected computer: At shutdown or standby mode, the data supporting the use of factory machinery and computer lines will be connected at this time, the computer will pop up movable disk logo, the video file directory file (* Disk 1: VideoRecord); Stuffs a removable disc, click the bottom right corner of the taskbar from mobile device management, in which to uninstall the removable storage device when the system recognizes the hardware can be safely pulled out, then disconnect the product and computer connection.
4. Charge: Put the power play to boot OFF position, the use of data lines to access the machine interface or supporting computer with charger, products to enter the state of charge, when the red indicator light flashes have rules, full of electricity long after the red light.
5. Time settings: Before use, open the power switch, connect to the computer, create a "txt" file, format is 2009.08.08 08:08:08, then name the file "time.txt", Save the normal way to exit.

Power switch to remain open, otherwise SKIP default setting time.

Related Parameter
- Video file: resolution 640*480(VGA), 30fps.
- Video format: AVI, recommend player: storm video, kmp player, kmp player exe formats.
- Working time: Can be used for about 4 hours, standby working time is about 2 days. In order that the battery is used longer, please note fully charging.
- Battery: 350mah capacity polymer Li-battery.
- Voltage: DC 5V
- Controller: 3V/1mA electricity support, utility time of battery is about 2 years, can controlled around 1-10 meters

Notes Terms
- Using places: Please use this products in the range of the related country laws, or a must admit the consequence.
- Working temperature: Natural temperature.
- Working humidity: Please use the product in the situation temperature fit to human being, it has not owned water-proof function.
- Shooting illumination: Please have adequate lighting in the environment, do not directly facing the camera, such as super-flare light source, so as to avoid damage to optical devices.
- Cleaning requirements: Do not dust density is too large to use the environment to avoid contamination of the lens, as well as other components of dust, the impact of camera effects. Wiping a minor lens can be used paper or cloth gently wiping glasses, and maintain cleanliness.

Remarks
Other matters not known contact your local dealer. This has all the icons in the specification are for reference only, product, whichever is requested in kind and are subject to change without notice.